Finding relevant references to genes and proteins in Medline using a Bayesian approach.
Mining the biomedical literature for references to genes and proteins always involves a tradeoff between high precision with false negatives, and high recall with false positives. Having a reliable method for assessing the relevance of literature mining results is crucial to finding ways to balance precision and recall, and for subsequently building automated systems to analyze these results. We hypothesize that abstracts and titles that discuss the same gene or protein use similar words. To validate this hypothesis, we built a dictionary- and rule-based system to mine Medline for references to genes and proteins, and used a Bayesian metric for scoring the relevance of each reference assignment. We analyzed the entire set of Medline records from 1966 to late 2001, and scored each gene and protein reference using a Bayesian estimated probability (EP) based on word frequency in a training set of 137837 known assignments from 30594 articles to 36197 gene and protein symbols. Two test sets of 148 and 150 randomly chosen assignments, respectively, were hand-validated and categorized as either good or bad. The distributions of EP values, when plotted on a log-scale histogram, are shown to markedly differ between good and bad assignments. Using EP values, recall was 100% at 61% precision (EP=2 x 10(-5)), 63% at 88% precision (EP=0.008), and 10% at 100% precision (EP=0.1). These results show that Medline entries discussing the same gene or protein have similar word usage, and that our method of assessing this similarity using EP values is valid, and enables an EP cutoff value to be determined that accurately and reproducibly balances precision and recall, allowing automated analysis of literature mining results. .